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Top 5 Strengths 

Restorative

Belief

Woo

Developer

Positivity
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Service 

My top 5 strengths lead me in my  service. I am constantly looking for ways to execute  my responsibilities

and duties, resolve conflicts, and build relationships.

 

Our staff meetings and individual 1:1 ensured we were aware of ongoing projects and assignments and

helped build rapport. It would remind me of how essential communication is and the need to be explicit

and transparent in our work. 

 

I appreciated sharing time management tips and stress less tools as well as learning skills from my staff

and coaching and listening to my staff present. 



Leadership:

My BLUE personality means that I am caring and compassionate to the students

we serve and do my best to exemplify those traits in my leadership  

 

Additionally, my BLUE personality means that I experience a lot of emotions

and wish to teach everyone more about emotional intelligence. For example, I

enjoy doing presentations on self care and mindfulness.



Community 

Working in the Center for Student Life and Leadership Development has been

such a rewarding experience because it has introduced me to so many

amazing students, staff, and faculty who care about one another. Being

involved in events and programs has helped me reflect on my privilege and

introduced me to things in a different perspective. For example, the

'Reclaiming Names' workshop had a positive influence on me and reminded

me of the importance of using one's preferred name.

 

The wealth gap and inequality and equity is a social justice topic I am passionate about. I

am thankful that my position focuses on supporting students who are experiencing housing

insecurity and food insecurity. I am thankful to attend conferences that are centered

around this work so that I may gain more information and context to share in my role. 



Engagement

I greatly enjoyed continuing Leadership over Lunch this year that covered a wide range of topics.

 

My favorites were the Blindspotting Screening and Jasmin leading her own workshop that recieved

tremendous feedback.

 

Also, I am so grateful to attend and present at NASPA as well as attend NCORE to grow and develop

professionally.



Top 3 Takeaways

Thank you! I do not express gratitude to you all often enough, yet

you make this job so enjoyable and we make an amazing team

 

Communication and feedback are so key. Thank you all for

teaching me on how to be a better supervisor. To practice active

listening and be intentional in the work that I do. 

 

I have learned to be unafraid to ask for help and ask questions. In

addition, you all have made me more comfortable and confident

and have helped me grow and inspired me to do better next year!



THANK YOU


